
Pop culture



Music

‐ Music originate in Africa, it 
used various different form

‐ Hands and bells
‐ Due to slavery many African 

Americans created songs
‐ Through these songs they 

expressed their emotions of 
injustice

‐ These songs established 
rhythms and sang through 
Synchronization. 

‐ jazz



music
‐ Reggaeton for example was 

heavily influenced by American 
reggae and Jamaican reggae

‐ Many different genres today 
are influenced by african 
Americans 

‐ Even if country music is 
influence by using instruments 
descendants from West Africa

‐ Rock, R&B, Hip-hop, Pop and other 
genres have been influenced by Jazz. 
Jazz rhythms and harmonies have 
been featured in styles of music that 
produce a sway rhythm, like R&B or 
Latin styled tunes 



Dancing

● Africans brought dance with them to 
these new lands, and in places such as 
Europe and South America, where 
slaves were given more freedom to 
practice their traditions, their dances 
merged with the preexisting dance 
styles to form new dances.

● The high energy and rhythmic 
appeal of the Africa dances began 
to transform into a lot of popular 
dances.

● Swing dancing was one of the very 
dances back in the day where both 
black and white people were able to 
get along together in the same 
place

● Cumbia was actually originated 
from African culture dances. It was 
brought to Colombia by slave trade. 
It has now stayed as a big impact 
to both Latin and African Culture.



❖ The origins of art lie 
within Africa, before 
worldwide human 
expansion. The earliest 
known evidence of 
'artistic behaviour' is of 
human body 
decoration, including 
skin colouring with 
ochre and the use of 
beads.

❖ African Art has 
influenced Movements 
such as Cubism, 
Fauvism, and 
Expressionism, 
incorporating 
elements like 
dissonant colors, 
geometric forms, and 
fractured or distorted 
human forms.

❖ Art has evolved into something 
that has no real purpose, it 
does not exist ito teach, to 
urge a moral point, to 
entertain, to serve beauty, to 
support a revolution, to 
disgust, to challenge, it exists 
for its own sake, to be 
interpreted as the individual 
sees fit.



❖ In my opinion, art from Africa remains still 
largely burdened by negative social, 
political and economic realities from its 
mother continent, therefore being unable 
to be judged by its own merit and without 
negative bias or condescending 
patronage. However, Africans have taken 
the responsibility upon themselves to 
project their own art and learn to value 
them as one of their greatest cultural 
exports.”

❖ Art influences society by changing 
opinions, instilling values and translating 
experiences across space and time. Art in 
this sense is communication; it allows 
people from different cultures and 
different times to communicate with each 
other via images, sounds and stories.

http://www.artctualite.com/nigerian-art-on-its-own-terms-interview-with-peju-alatise/


❖ Chinua Achebe, the Nigerian novelist 
seen by millions as the father of African 
literature, chebe was perhaps best known 
for his first novel Things Fall Apart, By 
1964, his novel was the first by an African 
writer to be set as a required text in 
schools across the continent's 
English-speaking countries and it is, 
more than 50 years after publication, the 
most widely read work by an African 
writer; the book that, more than any 
other, has introduced readers across the 
world.

❖ African Literature is often mythological 
or historical and can include tales of 
the trickster character. Storytellers in 
Africa sometimes use call-and-response 
techniques to tell their stories. Poetry, 
often sung, includes: narrative epic, 
occupational verse, ritual verse, praise 
poems of rulers and other prominent 
people.

❖ African literature, literary works of 
the African continent. African 
literature consists of a body of 
work in different languages and 
various genres, ranging from oral 
literature to literature written in 
colonial languages.



❖ Amanda Gorman is the 
youngest inaugural poet in 
U.S. history, as well as an 
award-winning writer and 
graduate of Harvard 
University, where she studied 
Sociology. She has written for 
the New York Times and has 
three books coming with 
Penguin Random House.

❖ Gorman was born in Los 
Angeles, California, in 1998. 
She was raised by her single 
mother, Joan Wicks, a 
6th-grade English teacher in 
Watts, with her two siblings. 
She has a twin sister, 
Gabrielle, who is an activist 
and filmmaker.

❖ Gorman has an auditory 
processing disorder and is 
hypersensitive to sound. She 
also had a speech 
impediment during 
childhood.

❖ Amanda S. C. Gorman (born 
1998) is an American poet and 
activist. Her work focuses on 
issues of oppression, 
feminism, race, and 
marginalization, as well as 
the African diaspora. 

❖ In 2016, Gorman 
founded the nonprofit 
organization One Pen 
One Page, a youth 
writing and 
leadership program.
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Black people often dominate many 
different professional sports.  This is 
because many Black people have very 
athletic bodies due to genetics. Here 
are some Black people that come 
from all over the world ranging from 
latin America to africa to the usa.

David Ortiz is a 
Afro-Dominican 10 time all 
star and 3 time world series 
champion baseball player.

Usain bolt is a 
Afro-Jamaican 
sprinter 
considered to 
be the fastest of 
all time.



Roberto Clemente 
was Afro-Puerto 
Rican Baseball 
Player that played 
18 seasons in Major 
League.

Lisa Leslie is an African 
American former WNBA 
player as well as a studio 
analyst for Orlanda magic 
broadcasts on Fox sports 
Florida



During the 1958 season, Canadian born 
Willie O'Ree became the first player of 
African descent to join the National 
Hockey League. Playing a short career of 
only 45 games, O'Ree faced racism after 
being recalled from the Canadian minor 
leagues.

African-American baseball 
players were not allowed to 
play in what would come to 
be known as Major League 
Baseball until 1947 as Jackie 
Robinson broke the color 
barrier when he took the field 
for the Brooklyn Dodgers.

Fritz Pollard and Bobby Marshall 
were the first black players in what 
is now the NFL in 1920. Pollard 
became the first (and until 1989, 
only) black coach in 1921; during 
the early-to-mid-1920s, the league 
used player-coaches and did not 
have separate coaching staffs.

African Americans entered 
the league beginning in 1950. 
According to racial equality 
activist Richard Lapchick, the 
NBA in 2020 was composed 
of 74.2 percent black players, 
16.9 percent white players, 
2.2 percent Latino players of 
any race, and 0.4 percent 
Asian players.


